Fomzol spec8cations of required system behavior can be anaIyzed, ver$ed, and validated, giving hiph confidence 11iat the specijkdon captures the desired behavior: Transferring this confidence to the system intplementntion depends on 0 formal link between requirentents and intplententatinn. The automtic generation of pmvably correct code provides just such a link. While optiniization is usually petj5ornwd on code to achieve eficiency, we propose to optimize the formal specification bejore generaring code, thus providing optimi;ation indepeiident o f the particular code generation merhod. This paper investigates the use of invariants in optimizing code generuted front fomml specifications in the Sojhwe Cost Reduction (SCR) tabular notation. We show rhar inrwiants ( I ) provide the basis for siniplifiing expressions that otherwise cannot be iniproved using frrrdirionol compiler optimization techniques, and (2) allouv detection and eliniinarion of parts ofthe spec$catimn tliaf would lead to urireuchable rode.
Introduction
Formal requirements specifications are useful because they can be analyzed to show that they satisfy critical properties such as safety, security, and timeliness. Additionally, with executable specifications, the user may symbolically execute the system to validate that the specification captures the intended system behavior. Thus, analysis and simulation can provide confidence that a specification is coii-ect. Transferring this confidence to the implementation requires a formal link between requirements and implementation. This formal link may be realized by a sequence of (usually) manual refinements, but the automatic generation of provably 'This research was funded by the Ofice of Naval Research.
correct code provides the highest confidence that the code captures the specified behavior. We have shown in previous work [21] how to construct code from requirements specified in the Software Cost Reduction (SCR) tabular notation.
The development of high-quality SCR requirements specifications is supported by a suite of editing and verification tools designed and developed by the Naval Research Laboratory. Automatic code synthesis is consistent with our SCR toolset design phitosophy, the goal of which is to automate (as much as possible) the process of system specification, analysis, and implementation using tools and methods designed for practicing engineers.
Both speed and code size are important in code for embedded systems. Compilers generally perform optimizations for speed, while code size optimization is often done by hand on either the source code or the compiled code [281.
Rather than perform optimizations only on the code itself, our approach is to translate the formal specification into an equivalent form that will lead to smaller, and frequently faster, code than the originaI specification, thus providing optimization independent of the particular code generation method. This will then be followed by more typical optimizations on the code. This paper investigates the use of requirements level invariants in optimizing code generated from executable formal requirements specifications represented in the SCR tabular notation. Invariants are properties that hold in every reachable state of such an executable system. In previous work, we have developed algorithms for automatically generating invariants 116, 171; these and other invariants that have been established can be used with our techniques.
To illustrate our notion of optimization, we consider a simple state machine E with state set (~1~x 2 ) . Associated with C is a variable X, whose value represents the current state of E, and Boolean variables A and B. The machine C changes state based on (and in 
The SCR method uses similar tables to define state machine transitions. The above table is a compact representation of the function defining X', the value of variable X in the new state. The standard mathematical definition of the function is more complex:
The simplification performed above can be used to induce a transformation of the table. -The cells comprising
X otherwise the guard column of the table are the focus of our simplifications. We are abte to perform the simplification because (1) the system is in state 5 1 (i.e., X = XI), (2) the invariant (X = 51) + A always holds, and (3) the previous two facts together imply that A holds. If we take his simple example i~~ustrates that invariants can provide the basis for simplifying expressions that cannot be further simplified without use of those invariants. Such modifications are a form of contextual siniplification, analogous to contextual rewriting [35] , since they involve the use of a context of known facts to aid in the simplification. In addition to the generalization of the above rule, we also develop rules for detecting and eliminating parts of the specification that would lead to unreachable code. Our general approach is to apply a convergent set of contextual simplification rules, each application of which may require additional non-contextual simplification.
While this paper considers only a set of simple rules for simplifying propositional formulas, we are in the process of investigating more sophisticated techniques to include actual algorithms for doing these optimizations, as well as extension to contextual simplification of a more general nature (e.g., simplification of arithmetic expressions).
Section 2 provides background on SCR and on invariants that can be automatically derived from SCR specifications. Section 3 explains how invariants may be used to simpIify SCR tables by removing portions of the specification that would lead to unnecessary or dead code. Examples are given to illustrate the utility of invariants in this process. Section 4 discusses related work. Section 5 presents conclusions and ideas for future work.
2, Background
Originally formulated to document the requirements of the flight program of the U.S. Navy's A-7 aircraft [14], the SCR requirements method is designed to 
SCR Requirements Model
In SCR the required system behavior is defined in terms of monitored and controlled variables, which represent quantities in the system environment that the system monitors and controls. The environment nondeterministically produces a sequence of monitored events, where a nzonirored evenr signaIs a change in the value of some monitored variable. The system, represented in the model as a state machine, begins execution in some initial state and then responds to each monitored event in tum by changing state. In SCR the system behavior is assumed to be synclzronous: the system completely processes one set of inputs before processing the next set. Furthermore, the One Input Assrrniption allows at most one monitored variable to change from one state to the next.
To specify the required behavior concisely, the SCR model contains two types of auxiliary variables: made classes, whose values are called modes, and terms. Each mode is an equivalence class of system states useful in specifying as well as understanding the required system behavior. A term is a state variable defined by an expression over monitored variables, mode classes, or other terms. Mode classes and terms often capture history-the changes that occurred in the values of the monitored variables-and help to make the specification more concise.
The SCR model represents a system as a state machine Table 2 . Condition Table for S a f e t y -I n j e c t i o n .
To illustrate the SCR tabular notation, three example tables are presented. These tables define the values of the three dependent variables in a simplified version of a safety injection system (SIS) [ 131 for a nuclear power plant. The SZS system monitors water pressure, and if the pressure is too low, the system injects coolant into the reactor core. We have also developed two prototype code synthesizers that construct C source code from an SCR requirements specification 1211. The two synthesizers, each using'a different code generation strategy, are based on Paige's APTS program transformation system 1301. The first strategy uses rewrite rules to transform the parse tree of an SCR specification into a parse tree for the corresponding C code. The second strategy associates a relation with each node of the specification parse tree. Each member of this relation acts as an attribute, holding the C code corresponding to the tree at the associated node; the root of the tree has the entire C program as its member of the relation. The generated code is efficient but has not been optimized. 
3, Simplifying SCR Tables Using Invariants
This section presents two simplification rules that make use of invariants: (1) a rule to remove unreachable parts of the specification and (2) another rule to remove redundant parts of the specification. Since invariants are properties that hold in any reachable state, invariants may be used to simplify the expression of the next state function, the function from which code is ultimately generated. Note that, to simplify an expression E, it is not sufficient to simply conjoin the invariants with E and apply some simplification procedure, because this might entail the simplification of bofh E and the invariants, when all we want to simplify is E itself. Thus, some form of expression simplification that uses the invariants as context is desired.
Contexts
For each cell to be simplified, several different forms of information may be assumed as context: the current value of the associated mode class, a constraint on the old value of the variable being defined in the 
Simplification Rules
For an intuitive presentation of our simplification techniques using invariants, we express the simplifications in terms of transformations of the cells of an SCR Table 3 is given as the conditional expression of Figure 2 .
Our simplifications apply to cells containing the event expressions occurring in event tables (e.g. the cells above the double line with header "Events" in Table 3 ) and mode transition tables (the cells with the header "Event" in Table 4). As a special case a cell may contain f &e, meaning that the case is impossible. Our simplifications are confext u d in the sense that we shall simplify cells in the context of the given invariants plus additional facts as described above.
In this paper, we present only two rules, both defined over a logical expression K , the context of a cell, and E, the event expression contained in that cell.
Context for Remove-Redundancy: Obviously, if the context is false, then the transition associated with this cell will never occur. Replacing the cell entry with false results in a clearer and more concise specification.
Next, we illustrate several simplifications using Rule Remove-Redundancy, Table 4 and let E be the event expression from this row. Let 1 be the invariant (1) and take the context K to be I together with the mode context for this row, CruiseMode = Inactive. Together these two parts of the context imply IgnOn. Applying Rule RemoveRedundancy with Q = IgnOn eliminates "And IgnOn" from the end of the event expression in the cell (marked in italics). Code generated from the simplified table will be smaller and faster than code generated from the original table. Similarly, we can simplify line 9 of the mode transition table using invariants (1) and (2) to remove the expression "And IgnOn And EngRunning" (shown in italics).
Finally, we illustrate how applying Rule RemoveUnreachable will lead to elimination of a row of Table 3 .
This corresponds to elimination of a part of the specification that would produce dead code during synthesis. Let E be the cell containing @ F ( P r e s s u r e = High) in the event table given in Table 3 and let I be P r e s s u r e = High =$ Overridden = false, one of the generated state invariants for this system. Let the context K be the invariant I together with the mode class information, Pressure=High, and the old state value information, O v e r r i d d e n # false. The three constraints of the context K taken together simplify to false; and thus by the Rule Remove-Unreachable the cell itself can be replaced by false. Because all the cells in the second row of the table now are false, the entire row of the table can be eliminated. 
Related Work
The language LUSTRE [SI, developed at VERIMAG, is conceptually s i d a r to the SCR language: it provides a deterministic language, in which all non-input variables are simultaneously updated in response to some change in the input environment. Efficient code generation is an integral part of the LUSTRE toolset, and is based on the use of a "control automaton" that remembers a limited part of the old state of the system. The VERIMAG group has also extended LUSTRE into the hardware area by adding syntactic sugar for array structures and circuit layout information, which the Pollux tool uses to automatically configure the hardware gates in 
Conclusions and Future Work
Though at a preliminary stage, the work reported in this paper shows that some benefit can be derived from using invariants to simplify SCR specifications. In future work, we pIan to implement a tool'that applies more general invariants (to include transition invariants) to simplify SCR tables using algorithms that support contextual simplification in the more general setting of interpreted first-order theories, (e.g., arithmetic expressions, enumeration expressions, etc.). While the simple idea of a cell and its context provide an intuitive framework for explaining the optimization of SCR specifications, the implementation will perform the optimizations directly on the underlying functional definitions. The output of this tool will then be used as input for our previously developed code synthesizers, allowing us to produce code that has been optimized. We plan to perform experiments to determine the amount of improvement the optimizations provide for typical SCR specifications. We also plan to implement the finite differencing optimization described in Section 4.
A. Soundness
We have formally proved that both rules are sound, each with its own particular definition of context. Although these rules appear to 
